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ABSTRACT

The Security Behavior Intentions Scale (SeBIS) measures the
computer security attitudes of end-users. Because intentions
are a prerequisite for planned behavior, the scale could therefore be useful for predicting users’ computer security behaviors. We performed three experiments to identify correlations between each of SeBIS’s four sub-scales and relevant
computer security behaviors. We found that testing high on
the awareness sub-scale correlated with correctly identifying
a phishing website; testing high on the passwords sub-scale
correlated with creating passwords that could not be quickly
cracked; testing high on the updating sub-scale correlated
with applying software updates; and testing high on the securement sub-scale correlated with smartphone lock screen
usage (e.g., PINs). Our results indicate that SeBIS predicts
certain computer security behaviors and that it is a reliable
and valid tool that should be used in future research.
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INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Understanding users’ computer security attitudes is important
for researchers because it helps to contextualize users’ observed behaviors, as well as to potentially predict their future
behaviors. For example, an understanding of a given user’s attitudes may shed light on the likelihood that she will comply
with a given security mitigation; a user with poor security attitudes is unlikely to take steps to comply. Similarly, if a user
has strongly stated security intentions, yet exhibits poor security behaviors, this may indicate usability problems (i.e., Norman’s “Gulf of Execution” [9]). Thus, when studying users’
computer security behaviors, it is incumbent on researchers
to evaluate the gap between attitudes and behaviors.
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Within the privacy literature, researchers have long studied users’ privacy attitudes: various privacy concerns scales
have been developed to measure users’ privacy preferences
(e.g., [11, 6, 3, 7]). Measuring users’ attitudes has allowed
for the study of the “privacy paradox,” which is the gap between self-reported attitudes and observed privacy-preserving
behaviors [1]. For instance, Egelman et al. showed that more
usable user interfaces can help close this gap [5].
One challenge to applying these methods to computer security behaviors is that up until very recently, there has not existed a reliable metric to gauge users’ computer security attitudes. This changed in 2015, when Egelman and Peer introduced the Security Behavior Intentions Scale (SeBIS) [4],
which is a 16-item instrument scored on a 5-point Likert scale
that measures a computer user’s self-reported intent to comply with “good” security practices spanning four dimensions:
• Awareness: Do users pay attention to contextual cues,
such as the web browser URL bar or various security
iconography?
• Passwords: Do users create unique passwords that exceed
minimum requirements and are therefore difficult to crack?
• Updating: Do users apply software security updates in a
timely manner?
• Securement: Do users secure their devices with secret
codes, such as using smartphone secure lock screens (i.e.,
requiring a PIN) or password-protected screen savers on
desktops and laptops?
Understanding computer security intentions is important, because intentions are a prerequisite of planned behavior [2].
In their original paper, Egelman and Peer showed how computer security intentions—as measured by SeBIS—are correlated with various well-studied psychological constructs, and
that SeBIS exhibits high internal reliability [4]. However, one
shortcoming of their work was that they did not demonstrate
criterion validity; that is, does SeBIS actually predict computer security behavior? And if so, to what extent?
We are unaware of any prior published research that has attempted to correlate the four SeBIS sub-scales (or any other
measure of computer security intentions) with observed computer security behaviors. Thus, we contribute the following:
• We show that testing high on the awareness sub-scale is
significantly correlated with the ability to correctly identify
a phishing website.

• We show that testing high on the passwords sub-scale is
significantly correlated with the ability to create passwords
that cannot be cracked in a reasonable amount of time.
• We show that testing high on the updating sub-scale is significantly correlated with applying important software updates in a timely manner.
• We show that testing high on the securement sub-scale is
significantly correlated with the use of smartphone locking
mechanisms (e.g., PINs or drawing a pattern).
In performing this study, we conducted three experiments.
Our first experiment used a single cohort of online participants and was designed to examine the awareness and passwords sub-scales. Our second experiment used a new cohort
of online participants to examine the updating sub-scale, and
our third experiment was a field study of smartphone users in
order to examine the securement sub-scale. Examining each
of SeBIS’s sub-scales involved measuring very different types
of behaviors, and therefore one single experiment is unlikely
to examine all four dimensions with any sort of ecological validity. As a result, the remainder of this paper is divided into
three sections based on these experiments, concluding with
discussion.
AWARENESS AND PASSWORDS

Our first experiment was performed entirely online using
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and was designed to examine the
awareness and passwords SeBIS sub-scales.
The SeBIS awareness dimension is designed to measure the
extent to which users claim to be aware of various contextual cues. This includes indicators such as a web browser’s
URL bar, which may yield information about the website being visited, such as whether it uses encryption or whether the
domain name matches the user’s expectations. The latter can
be used to detect phishing websites. As such, we designed an
experiment to test the following hypothesis:
Hawareness : Users who correctly use the URL bar to identify a phishing website will test significantly higher on
the awareness sub-scale than users who do not correctly
identify a phishing website.
The SeBIS passwords dimension is designed to measure the
extent to which users claim to create strong and unique passwords. We examined the following hypothesis:
H passwords : Users who create passwords that cannot easily be cracked will test significantly higher on the passwords scale than users whose passwords can be cracked.
Methodology

We recruited participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to
complete an online task in two parts, with a two-week gap in
between. In this section, we describe how we used this experiment to examine behaviors that we hypothesized would correlate with the SeBIS’s awareness and passwords sub-scales.
We also describe the followup task, which included administering SeBIS and collecting demographics.

Figure 1. We showed participants a screenshot of this website and asked
them to describe it in an open-ended response. Those who used the included URL bar to realize that it was a phishing website scored significantly higher on the SeBIS awareness sub-scale.

Awareness

As part of a different study, participants completed a series
of psychometric scales in exchange for $1.00. To prevent fatigue and detect attempts at cheating, between each scale, we
displayed a screenshot of a website and asked them to describe the website pictured using the text box provided. They
performed this task three times; the first two screenshots were
of the legitimate Amazon and Twitter websites, whereas the
third screenshot was of a phishing website spoofing PayPal
(Figure 1). The only way of identifying the phishing website
was by examining the URL bar in the screenshot.
Passwords

At the end of this set of tasks, we asked each participant to
create a password, which we told them they would need to
enter when returning two weeks later to complete the second
half of the study. Because we wanted to examine the extent
to which participants’ passwords would go beyond any minimum requirements, we set the requirements to be relatively
weak: 6 characters with at least 1 digit or symbol. (We also
wanted to see whether participants would reuse existing passwords, and therefore chose minimum requirements that were
likely to be weaker than those found on other websites.)
The reason for the two-week gap was that we were concerned that if we immediately presented participants with SeBIS right after the website identification and password creation tasks, the scale might be biased by participants’ recollections of their behaviors. Similarly, we were also concerned
that participants may discuss the security nature of the study
in various online forums, thereby tainting future participants.

As a result, two weeks after participants had completed the
initial task, we used Amazon’s internal messaging system to
invite them to complete SeBIS for a $2.00 bonus payment.
To analyze the passwords participants created in the first part,
we uploaded them to CMU’s Password Guessability Service
(PGS)1 [12], which hashed the passwords and then attempted
to crack them using four different approaches. We used the
minimum number of guesses it took to crack each password
across all four approaches as our strength metric. Ur et al.
used this approach and concluded that it represents “a conservative estimate for the performance of an experienced professional attacker who uses all techniques, wordlists, tools,
and dynamic updates at his/her disposal” [12]. Additionally,
in our exit survey (administered at the same time as SeBIS),
we asked participants whether they had used this password on
other websites.
Exit Survey and Demographics

Two weeks after completing the first part of the study, 718
participants returned (we discarded the data of 260 participants who did not attempt to return). We gave them three attempts to enter their passwords, after which the survey simply
let them in. We decided on this policy so that we could balance the conflicting requirements of testing password memorability with minimizing attrition from the study as a whole
due to forgotten passwords. That is, 206 participants (28.7%
of 718) could not remember their passwords two weeks later
within three attempts, and therefore we removed their data
from the password sub-scale evaluation—but still used it
as part of the awareness evaluation—because we could not
know the reasons for their authentication failures (e.g., they
may not have created passwords that they intended to remember, and therefore these passwords would not be representative of passwords used in real life), whereas failure to remember the password was unlikely to impact their non-password
behaviors. Thus, our password analysis included 512 subjects
who successfully recalled their passwords.
We first examined the internal validity of participants’ SeBIS
responses and found that they were consistent with the original paper [4]: Cronbach’s αtotal = 0.81, α securement = 0.77,
α passwords = 0.74, αawareness = 0.65, αupdating = 0.70. Regarding demographics, our 718 participants were split roughly
evenly between 370 males (51.5%) and 348 females (48.5%),
with a mean age of 35 (range of 19-69). All participants
were from the U.S. and had completed at least 500 previous
tasks on Mechanical Turk with an approval rating of 95% or
higher [10]. The demographics of our subset of 512 participants who successfully remembered their passwords did not
significantly differ from the superset.
Results
Awareness

To examine awareness behaviors, two independent coders examined the open-ended responses to the phishing website description question for correctness (Cohen’s κ = .83) and identified 22 participants (3.1% of 718) who correctly identified
the phishing website. While this number was small, these 22
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participants had mean awareness sub-scale scores that were
larger than those who were unable to identify the phishing
website: 4.31 vs. 3.68. A t-test (data was normally distributed) indicated that this difference was statistically significant (t = 5.22, p < 0.0005) with a large effect size (Cohen’s
d = 0.92). Upon correcting for multiple testing, none of the
other sub-scales yielded statistically significant differences.
Thus, Hawareness is supported.
Passwords

Of the 512 passwords that we uploaded to PGS for cracking, 75 could not be cracked (14.7%). Participants whose
passwords could be cracked had average passwords sub-scale
scores of 3.21, whereas participants whose passwords could
not be cracked had average sub-scale scores of 3.56. This difference was statistically significant (t = 3.47, p < 0.001) with
a medium effect size (Cohen’s d = 0.41). This effect was not
present with any of the other SeBIS sub-scales.
In the exit survey, 196 participants (38.3% of 512) reported
that they reused an existing password that they use on other
websites. Not surprisingly, these participants scored significantly lower on the passwords sub-scale than participants
who claimed to have created a new password: 2.94 vs. 3.46
(t = 6.94, p < 0.0005), respectively. This effect was relatively large (Cohen’s d = 0.63). However, we were surprised
to find that participants who claimed to create new passwords
scored significantly higher on each of the three other subscales, with medium effect sizes, even after correcting for
multiple testing:
• Securement: t = 3.66, p < 0.0005, d = 0.32
• Awareness: t = 4.79, p < 0.0005, d = 0.43
• Updating: t = 3.87, p < 0.0005, d = 0.35
These results suggest that not only is H passwords supported,
but that users who claim to create unique passwords intend
to engage in better security practices across the other areas
measured by SeBIS.
UPDATING

The SeBIS updating dimension is designed to measure the extent to which users claim to apply security updates in a timely
manner. We examined the following hypothesis:
Hupdating : Users who promptly apply software updates
will test significantly higher on the updating scale than
users who delay applying software updates.
During our previous experiment, we wanted to examine the
updating sub-scale after we serendipitously discovered that
critical operating system updates—those requiring a reboot—
were released between the first and second parts of our experiment. However, only 50 subjects were eligible for these
updates, which did not yield enough statistical power. As
a result, we decided to perform an additional experiment to
specifically examine updating behaviors.
Methodology

On October 20, 2015, three weeks after Mac OS X 10.11
came out (requiring manual installation), we deployed a new
survey on Mechanical Turk, which was only available to Mac

users who had previously not completed SeBIS. We asked
participants to complete SeBIS as well as to provide demographics and the model and owner of the Mac they were using. We screened for Mac OS based on the user-agent
string. We paid participants $0.50, and they took about 3
minutes on average. We excluded participants who were not
completing the survey on their own Mac (self-report) and who
were ineligible for the update, based on the model information (as copied from the “About This Mac” dialogue). Finally,
we determined whether or not the update was installed based
on the version of Mac OS X reported by their web browser’s
user-agent string.

Result

Our 71 participants were split between PIN users (25.4% of
71), pattern users (25.4% of 71), and those using the insecure
slide-to-unlock method (49.3% of 71). While we observed no
difference in SeBIS securement scores between those using
either PINs or patterns, we did observe that the mean SeBIS
scores of slide-to-unlock users was a full point below users
of either of the two secure unlock methods: 2.75 vs. 4.25.
A Wilcoxon rank sum test (SeBIS scores were not normally
distributed, which we attribute to the relatively small sample
size) indicated that this difference was statistically significant
(W = 169, p < 0.0005) with a large effect size (r = 0.63).
Thus, H securement is supported.

Result

Of the 359 participants who successfully completed our survey, 281 (56.2% female, median age = 28) were eligible for
the update. We found a statistically significant difference between participants who had installed the update within three
weeks (24.2% of 281) vs. those who had not (M = 3.52 vs.
3.02, t = 4.11, p < 0.0001), with a medium effect size (Cohen’s d = 0.59). Thus, Hupdating is supported.
SECUREMENT

The SeBIS securement dimension measures the extent to
which users claim to secure their electronic devices when not
in use. This amounts to enabling password-protected screensavers on desktops and laptops, manually locking screens
when stepping away, enabling secure lock screens on mobile
devices (e.g., requiring a PIN, pattern, or biometric), and so
forth. We examined the following hypothesis:
H securement : Users who employ secure lock screens on
smartphones will test significantly higher on the securement scale than users not employing secure lock screens.
Methodology

We performed a third experiment using an entirely different
sample recruited from PhoneLab [8].2 PhoneLab is an experimental platform maintained by researchers at the University of Buffalo, consisting of a panel of about 200 Android smartphone users who have agreed to have their smartphones instrumented for research purposes. We deployed instrumentation to the PhoneLab panelists that collected data
about whether or not they employed a secure lock screen on
their Android device. We recorded whether each participant
unlocked his or her phone via either entering a PIN or drawing a pattern, or using the insecure “slide-to-unlock” method,
which does not require entering a secret (i.e., typing a PIN
or drawing a pattern). This instrumentation occurred transparently to participants and therefore was unlikely to prime
them to think about security.
After collecting our data on participants’ unlock methods, we
emailed them a link to an online exit survey. The exit survey
consisted of SeBIS and various demographic questions. As an
incentive to complete the survey, we created a drawing for a
$100 Amazon gift card. Of the 71 participants who completed
the exit survey, 50.1% were female and the median age was
35, with a range of 19-70 years.
2
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DISCUSSION

In this study, we examined the criterion validity of the Security Behavior Intentions Scale (SeBIS) to see whether participants’ self-reported security intentions, as measured by the
scale, predicted their security behaviors. We observed that
participants’ SeBIS sub-scale scores for all four sub-scales
were predictive of very specific security behaviors.
Our results show that SeBIS does in fact predict particular
security behaviors, and in many cases, the effect sizes were
large. At the same time, our study had several limitations.
The behaviors that we examined were relatively narrow in
scope and were also chosen to align with concepts specifically mentioned in SeBIS (e.g., SeBIS directly asks about
the locking behavior that we observed). Further research is
therefore needed to examine a wider spectrum of securityrelated behaviors. For instance, are individuals who test high
on securement more likely to log out of websites? Do scores
on the passwords scale predict usage of password managers?
Are individuals testing low on awareness more likely to delegate computer maintenance to others? Are individuals testing
high on updating more discriminating with regard to provenance when choosing software to install?
Furthermore, we only examined password creation behaviors
for relatively low-risk accounts; it is therefore not clear how
these behaviors might generalize to high-risk accounts. Participants’ password reuse was also self-reported; future studies may be needed to further examine these behaviors.
Despite the shortcomings outlined above, we contribute to
the literature by demonstrating that SeBIS is predictive of
certain computer security behaviors. While further studies
are needed, we conclude that SeBIS is a useful tool for researchers who need to assess users’ computer security attitudes and related behaviors.
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